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N.S. : (1) Question No.1 is compulsory.
(2) Attempt any four questions out of remaining six questions.

1. (a) Convert (650·17)8 into decimal, binary and hex. 6
(b) Explain ALU with the help of block diagram. 6
(c) State and explain distributive and associative law for boolean equation. 4
(d) Determine the truth table for the circuit given ·below- 4

Ii
B

2. (a) Design 16 : 1 MUX using 4 : 1 MUX. 10
(b) Simplify using K-map, obtain SOP equation and realise only by using NAND gates. 10

f(A, B, C, D) = nM (1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14) + d (7, 15)

3. (a) Using Quine McCluskey method, determine the minimal SOP form for: 10
F(A, B, C, D, E, F, G) = Em (20, 28, 38, 39, 52, 60, 102, 103, 107)

(b) Design a BCD adder using 4-bit binary adders and explain. 10
o·

4. (a) What is shift register? Explain 4 bit bidirectional shift register. 10
(b) Design a MOD-6 synchronous up-counter and explain its operation. 10

-- 5. o (a) Implement the following expression using 8 : 1 MUX. 10
f(A, B, C, D) = Em(O, 1, 3, 6, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15).

(b) Explain with a neat diagram 2 input TIL NAND gate in detail. 10

6. (a) Convert T flip-flop to 0 flip-flop. 10
(b) Compare the different logic families with respect to the following parameters: 10

Fan in, Fan out, Noise margin, speed and power dissipation.

7. Write short notes on :- 20
(a) Decade Counters
(b) Demorgan's theorems
(c) Race around condition.



N.S.: (1) Question No.1 is compulsory.
(2) Attempt any four questions out of the remaining six questions.
(3) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
(4) Assume suitable data wherever necessary and mention.

1. (a) Draw re model for CE amplifier configuration. 5
(b) Sketch the transfer curve for p channel device with loss = 4 mA, Vp = 3 V. 5
(c) Draw the trigger input and output waveforms for IC555 monostable multivibrator. 5
(d) How to calculate h parameter using graphical method. (only one parameter). 5

2. (a) Consider a simple CE configuration. Draw h parameter equivalent for the same. 15
(b) Give a table of typical values of h parameters for CE configuration for a transistor. 5

3. (a) Draw a simple block diagram of feedback amplifier. 10
What are the characteristics/improvements of negative feedback?

(b) Explain with the help of block diagram, four different types of feedback amplifier 10
connections.

.
4. (a) Draw common drain (CD) amplifier or source follower configuration. 5

Justify the name source to1I0wer.
(b) Draw input and output waveforms for the above. 5
(c) Explain a .voltage regulator of a particular voltage and current limit of your choice. 10

Draw the block diagram.

5. (a) Draw:-
(i) Open loop configuration

(ii) Closed loop configuration.
with respect to op amp. Compare the above with respect to-

(i) Feedba~k . .
(ii) Ideal and practical gain.

(b) Draw and explain equivalent circuit of an ideal op amp.

6. (a) Explain the terms CMRR, PSRR. 5
(b) Give typical practical values for IC741 C for the above. 5
(c) Draw the ideal inverting comparator. What are the practical drawbacks of such 5

a circuit?
(d) Explain practical integrator with Vi = 5 sin wt as input signal. 5

7. (a) Draw comparator and its input and output waveforms. 5
(b) Draw Schmitt Trigger circuit and its waveforms. 5
(c) Explain astable multivibrator with IC555 to generate output as square wave with 10

50% duty cycle.
Take frequency = 5 kHz.



N.S.: (1) Question No.1 is compulsory.
(2) Attempt any four questions out of remaining six questions.
(3) Assume siJltable data wherever necessary.
(4) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

1. (a) A block set-associative cache consists of 64 blocks divided in 4 block sets. 10
. The main memory contains 4096 blocks, each consisting of 128 words of 16 bit
length :-

(i) How many bits are there in main memory ?
(ii) How many bits are there in each of theTAG, SET and WORD fields?

(b) Explain Static data flow computers and Dynamic data flow computer organization 10
with diagram.

2. (a) In two levelmemory,tAl= 10-7S and tA2= 10-2S.-Whatmust the hit ratio it be in order 10
for the access efficiency to be at least 90% of its maximum possible value?

(b) Write and explain the microprogram for LOAD AC. . 10

3. (a) Perform division of the following numbers using restoring division :-
Dividend.= 17; Divisor = 03.

(b) Explain I/O processor and I/O channels with diagram.

4. (a) Explain the floating point representation IEEE standard 754.
(b) Explain Bus Arbitration Schemes with diagram.

5. (a) Explain Array Processor with diagram.
(b) Assume a magnetic disk has following characteristics :-

(i) 10,000 rpm spin rate
(ii) 2 ms head to head switching rate
(iii) 3 ms TIT seek time.

. (iv) 5 platters, 1024 tracks per side, 50 sectors per track
(v) Size of a sector is 512 bytes.

Compute :-
(i) Average capacity of disk,

(ii) Average random access time.

10
10 .

6. (a) What is locality of reference? Explain the different types of locality. Explain the 10
performance characteristic of two level memory with respect to cost, access time
and performance. .

(b) Explain the different mapping techniques of cache memory. 10 .

7. Solve any four :..::
(a) Write short notes on Inter-leaved memory
(b) Explain difference between SRAM and DRAM
(c) RAID
(d) Digital Versatile Disk (DVD)
(e) Comparison of RISC and CISC.

5
5
5
5·
5



(3 Hours)
(1) Question NO.1 is compulsory.
(2) Answer any four out of rematning six questions.
(3), Assumptions made should be clearly..-ted.
(4) Assume af.1Ysuitable data wherever required but justify the same.
(5) Figures to the right indicate marks.
(6) Illustrate answer with sketches wherever required.
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A survey on a sample of 25 new cars being sold of a localm:sto deaier was conducted to see
which of three popular options, air conditioning A, radio R, and popular windows W, were
already installed. The surv.ey found,
15 had air conditioning
12 had radio'
11 had power windows
5 had air conditioning and power window
9 had air conditioning and radio
4 ,had radio and power windows
5 had 011 three options. .

Find the no. of cars having:
(i) only one of these options""
(ii) radio &.power windows but not air conditioning "'6'
( iii) none of these options. ~

(b) Explain the following terms with suitable example: ®
(i) Disjoint set
(ii) Symmetric difference
('iii) Partition set
( iv) Cartesian product.

(c) Given A = {I, 2, 3, 4} and ~ {x, y, z}. Let R be the following relation from A to B: ®
",....., R = {(1, y), (1, z), (3, y), (4, x), (4, Z)}
'- ( i) Determine the matrix of the relation.

(ii) Draw the arrow diagram of R.
(iii) Find the inverse relation K1 of R.
(iv) Determine the domain and range of R.

(d) Prove by mathematical induction that 6n+2 + 72n+1 is divisible ~y 43 for each +ve integer n. ®
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. Write English senterl~rorfo1\owing where:
P(x) : x.is even,' Q(x): 'j(' t~prime, R(~, y) : x +y is even
(i):r"Vy R.(x:Y)' :' ,...... '. . I

. .
(ii) 'v'x 3 Y R(x. y)
(m) - (3 x ~xl} ,-
(iv) - (VxQ(x»
(y) 'tx.3Y R(x.. y)
(vl)3··.i·Vi;~t~Yj·'.
(vH)Vx(;';Q(x)':" . . (iJ',

'(b) Sho~ that if30 dictionaries in a library contain totalof61,327 pages, then oneof the
dictionariesmust have at least 2045.pages.

(c)
LetG =.. ( 0, 1;2,3,4, 5}

(i) Prepare composition table with respect to '+6'
(ii) Prove that G is an abelian group with respect. tQ"+6'
(Hi) Find the inverse Qf21 3 and 5.
(iv) Is it cyclic?
(v) Fjn~.the order of2, 3 und Sl,lb' groups generated by these clements:

®

(b) ('x1 A x2) V (xl A x3) V (x2 A x3) be the Boolean expression. Write E(xl, x2, ~3) in
Disjunctive & ConjunctiveNormal Form. (j)~

(c) f: R~R is defined asf(x) =x3

g:R~R is qefined as f(x) =4x2+1
h: R~R is defined as hex)=7x-1

find the nl1~of defi~ (hog)of,go(hof). (j)

QA (a) Explain the Eulerian & Hamiltonian path & circuit with suitableexamfle. ®
(b) What is the hamming distance?Consider (3,8) encodingfunction e: B ~B8 defined by

e(OOO)=00000000 e(lOO)=10100100 (f)
e(OOl)=10111000 e(101)= 10001001
e(010)= 00101101 e(l10) =00011100
e(Oll)= 10010101 e(lll) = 00110001
and let d·be the (8,3) maximum likelihood decoding function associated with e. How
many errors can (e, d) correct?

(c) Determine whether D62s is a Boolean algebra. Justify your answer. (j)
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A fu0C:U0nf: R - m -+ R - m Is defined as :

f(x). =' 4" -S
.. 3x-7

Prove that 'f is bijective and find the rule for rl,

(b) Let A = { 1,2, 3,4, 6} and let R be the relation on A defined by "x divides y "
(Note x/y if there exists an integer z such that xz=y;)

6J
written x/y.

@
(i) Write R as a set of ordered pairs.
Cii) Draw its directed graph.
(Hi) Find the inverse relation of R.

(c) Let A = {1l,12,13,14} and let R ={(11,12) (12,13) (13,14) (12,1l)} . Find transitive Closure
ofR ~sing warshall's algorithm. (j)

• '"" Q.6(a) Let R be the following equivalence relation on the set A = {I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 }:
R = { ( 1, 1), (1,5), (2, 2), (2,3), (2, 6), (3,2),(3,3),(3,6),(4,4),(5,1),(5,5), (6,2),
(6,3),(6,6) }

Find the partitions of A induced by R, Le., find the equivalence classes of R.
(b) Define a hittice. Let X={1,3,5,15,30,60,90,180} with the relation of divisibility.

Draw the hasse diagram for it. Whether it is a lattice? Justify your answer.
Find the complements of all the elements.

(c) Determine the sequence whose recurrence relation is an= 4an-l+ 5an-2with al=2
& a2=6.

Q. 7(a) Explain various operations on the binary trees. ®
(b) Verify whether (Use laws oflogic) G)

«(PVQ) A 1C1 P A C1 Q V 1R))V(l PAl Q)V(l PAl R) is tautology.
Define universal and existential quantifier with suitable example.

(c) Define a Ring & Field. Let R = { 0,2,4,6, 8}. Show that R isa commutative ring under
addition and multiplication modulo 10. Verify whether it is field or not. (j)
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N.B. 1. Question No. Lis compulsory.
2. Attempt any FOUR from remaining six questions.
,3. Figures to t4e right indicate the full marks.
4. Assume the suitable data if needed with justification.

. . 3k

Q.l a. Fmd the Z-transform of f(k) =kk ~ 1 05

b. Prove that every skew-hermitian matrix A can be expressed as 05
B + iC where B is real skew-symmetric and Cis real symmetric matrix.

c. Find the complex form of Fourier series of • ' 05
f(x) = cosh2x +sinh2xin(-S,S)

d. Show that L{f(t)} = e-as g(s} 05
f(t) = g(t- a) t >- a

Where
=0 t~a

And hence find L { f(t) }
For f(t) = e31 ,g(t) where;

g(t) = (t- 4)2 t>4
, . = 0 ., t<4

Q.2 a. Find the Fourier series off(x) where, 06
f(x) = 0 .:..2<x<-1

= k -1<x<1
=0 1<x<2 ,

b. Find all possiblevalues of 'k' ror which tank is A is 1,2,3. ,.' 06

Wh~.A= [1 :;}
c. (i) lf~,(I).=~ ~~lt?:Hrtirnl L{J,(t)}05

( ii) Find L{(l + te-lj3} 03 '
Q.3 a. Define orthogonal matrix .06

If'A' is an orthogonalmatrix tbenpl'ove that 'IAI :';:±l
Also findwhether the matrix A isorthogonalol' not? Where

A{:fnaa .~....J:]
b. Find the Fourier series of

f(x)= ·x 0 ~ x~ 1l'

=2n -x 1l' 5 x ~21r
1l'2. 1 1 1

hence·deduce that· -=-'. +_...+-+ ...
96 1434 5~· ..

c. Find the Laplace inverse ()f
(ii}(s+l}e-S
.$2+$+1
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Q.4'>~'a.,Find Z- inverse transf'orm of,

~ for Izl-< a, and for Izl>- a given a >-0
z-a

b. Using convolutiontheor~mfUld,

L~I{ (9' +0';~s''"b' )}'andvetify it

c. Find the values of'k' forvyhichtke equations
."

x + Y +z = 1; x+2y +3z::::k; x +5y+9z = k2 have a solution. Also find it for these

values ofk

Q.5 a. Examine whether the vectors [1,0,2,1], [3,1,2,1],[4,6,2,-41, [-6,0,-3,-4] 06

are linearly dependent or independent.

b. Find the Laplace transformation'of

tJ(t) =,...
a
1=-(2a - t) a -< t -<2a
a

c. Express the function
I(x) =1 Ixl-<1

=0 Ix 1>-1
co e.· .•

., "J' .. SI. n..,.m. S.l,n.,OJX, ,', d 'as a Fourier il1tegralat)~ hep,ceevaluate,' ---, ---.. ' ...,
o .COSdJ,

Q.6 a. Show that the fourler transform of lex) =eTis given by, ,
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[Total Marks: 100

N. B.: (1) Question NO.1 is compulsory.
(2) Attempt any four questions out of the remaining six questions.
(3) Assumptions made should be clearly stated.
(4) Figures to the right indicate marks for each question.
(5) Assume suitable data wherever required.

1.· (a) What is recursion? State its advantages and disadvantages.
(b) What is AVL tree? Explain with example.
(c) Define:

(i) Abstract Data Type
(ii) Binary Tree
(iii) .Graph.

(d) Construct Huffman code for "C++ JAVA".

2. (a) Explain different types of "Tree Traversal" Techniques. Explain each with 10
suitable example'.

(b) Explain diffe~entways to represent a graph. Give ~xample. 10

3. (a) Write a program to implement queue using array. 10
(b) Explain any two application of stack using program. 10

4. (a) Explain the working of Merge sort. And, sort the following elements - 10
50, 10, 20, 40, 5, 60, 35

(b) Explain circular and priority queue. 10

5. (a) Writea programto createa douQIylinkedlistandperformthe followingoperations: 9
(i) insert into the list

(ii) delete from the list
(iii) search for a data.

(b) Write a program in Java that readsa text file and counts occurances of a 11
particular word.

6. (a) What is Hashing? Hashthe followingin a table of size 11.Useany two collission 10
resolution techniques.

20, 5, 10, 11, 22, 33, 40, 50, 30, 51, 31.
(b) Constructbinary tree for inorderand postordertraversalsequencegiven below. 10

inorder "INFORMATION"
postorder: "INOFMAINOTR"



7. Write short notes on any four of the following :-
(a) Comparision of sorting Algorithm
(b) B+ trees
(c) Binary Search
(d) Prefix and postfix forms of expressions
(e) Asymptotic notation
(f) Tower of Hannoi.


